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Understanding our clients' businesses is key to our approach. We have extensive in-depth experience of advising businesses across a 
range of industry sectors including retail & fashion, food & beverage, hospitality and leisure, financial institutions, education and 
healthcare. 
 
Our international franchise services include (see overleaf for more details): 
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1. Advising on how to structure an international 
franchise business, including subordinated equity, 
management franchise and hybrid structures, and tax 
advice 
 
As well as unit, development  or master franchise structures, some 
businesses are considering increasingly more sophisticated 
structures for granting franchise rights, for example via a 
subordinated equity company (i.e. the franchisor itself has a 
protective shareholding in the new  franchisee company), through 
a management agreement structure,  or a hybrid of the two. We 
can advise businesses on the appropriateness of such structures 
and also assist by drafting the necessary documentation. 
 

2. Drafting the Franchise documentation and ancillary 
commercial agreements 
 
In addition to the core franchise documentation, supporting 
documentation which helps protect the franchisor’s know how, 
confidential information, supply chain and financial position may 
be required. We can therefore advise upon and draft key related 
documentation such as non disclosure agreements, undertakings 
of non competition and confidentiality, terms and conditions of 
supply, corporate and personal guarantees and indemnities, 
technical services and consultancy agreements,  and commitment 
and confidentiality agreements. 
 

3. Advising on localisation of concepts 
 
Working with businesses we can identify legal, commercial and 
cultural issues which may require business models and formats to 
be adapted for particular international markets. Based on our 
experience of international franchise ventures, businesses who 
localise and adapt their concepts are more readily accepted at a 
local level thereby increasing their brand goodwill and success. 
 

4. Strategic advice and risk assessment of franchising in 
international territories 
 
With our network of international offices and affiliated offices 
throughout the world, we are able to assist clients with assessing 
both the legal and commercial risks of expanding their businesses 
into international territories. This includes advising on franchise 
specific elements such as pre-contractual disclosure, local 
registration and translation requirements, and related issues such 
as tax structuring, repatriation of royalty monies overseas and 
commercial issues such as potential partner due diligence and real  
estate availability. We can sometimes facilitate finding suitable 
local partners 
 

5. International roll out and negotiation support 
 
Once the documentation and deal structures are in place a roll out 
of the franchise concept needs careful management, we are able 
to operate roll out programmes on behalf of our clients. This may 
involve handling local law reviews of the legal documentation, 

assisting with negotiations and contract management and 
ensuring compliance with local formalities. 
  

6. Advising on dispute avoidance, handling disputes 
and taking enforcement action 
 
With our extensive dispute experience and the backing of our 
expert transactional team, we work with clients on their 
recruitment documentation, advertising and promotional 
materials, franchisee recruitment days, pre-contractual disclosure 
documents and sales pitches to ensure that our clients are not 
exposing themselves to misrepresentation or breach of contract 
claims and are well protected when one does arise. 
 
We have wide experience of international disputes with particular 
expertise in securing closure of former competing franchisees. 
We recognise the importance of a costs-benefit analysis of any 
potential dispute and work with clients to ensure that they 
achieve their strategic aims in the most cost effective way. 
 

7. Providing in-house counsel support 
 
We are able to work an as integral part of a client's in-house legal 
team and our services include, the preparation of template 
documentation for new deals, the provision "high level" advice on 
the types of structural, cultural and legal issues which need to be 
considered before negotiations begin, the procurement of local 
law reviews, contract negotiations and deal completion and 
providing franchise litigation support. 
 

8. Acting as expert witnesses on franchise law and 
practice and providing legal opinions 
 
We offer an expert witness and determination service to assist 
others who are in dispute. With the unparalleled level of 
franchising experience of our leading team members, we can 
provide legal opinions for the purposes of formal disputes or 
early neutral evaluation or preliminary mediation, and act as 

“Undoubtedly the most exceptional team of franchise lawyers in 
the UK and Europe, combining depth, breadth and cutting-edge 
skills with commercial sense.”  

Randall Hammer 
Intercontinental Hotels Group 

“Fieldfisher is "a fantastic source of dedicated franchise expertise" 
in Europe and abroad, and its practitioners received worldwide 
endorsements. 

 
Who’s Who Legal, 2015 
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